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Europa Locks, the market leader

Commencing their journey in 1984, Europa has been 
recognized as a potential brand leader in product 
engineering.

Europa’s Locks have gained strong credibility in the 
market, built trust amongst dealers and 
customers…

And now,

With 2nd largest market share in the locking 
industry, Europa stands apart as an enviable niche 
in the industry.



But…
Although Europa has been providing unmatched 

quality since years. Many people have 
experienced it, many of them are experiencing it 

everyday, the locks have been consistently 
performing well

But were they remembered enough for the 
same?

Did they have an impactful digital presence?

Did the brand reach the end user effectively?

Well, not actually!



Socially inactive

Even after a consistent frequency of social media 
postings Europa was merely ‘just present’ on 

social media platforms with very less 
engagement and almost zero brand recall. 

On the other hand the core competitors of Europa 
were making a lot of noise on social media. 



Competitors’ Edge

- Biggest player - 
#1 in terms of 
Market Share

- Strong social 
media presence

- Very high brand 
recall

- Well known 
international 
brand

- Strong social 
media presence

- Good
brand recall

- Strong social 
media presence

- Fast growing 
brand

- Leveraging the 
social media 
recall to expand 
it’s market share



 Our Objectives



Objectives

To create a long lasting impact 
& a strong brand recall among 

the audience 

Organically increase social 
media engagement

Positioning the brand digitally 
in a similar way to what people 

perceive it offline 



Platforms used

Primary

Secondary



Duration 

3 
Months



Our Approach



The Quirky approach- 
Since no other competitor 

brand is using it + audience on 
SM relates well with such 

communication
Crisp copy & Dynamic 
creatives – Creatives that 
resonate with the audience 
and are interesting enough 
to engage with

Give a unique positioning to 
Europa on social 
media–aligned with the USPs of 
its products

Blend of functional and 
creative communication
- Content buckets will have a 
mix of posts highlighting USPs 
and offerings + Creative content 

Set social Brand 
Identity  – 
Communication that 
creates better recall 
visually 

Communication 
Approach



Communication Ideas



Strongest of All
Creative Series

Leveraging the most crucial USP, strength of the 
Locks, to create a unique positioning of Europa 

Locks on social platforms.  

To position Europa’s locks as the strongest of all the 
other locks, we created a series of posts which 
portrayed comparisons between prominent 
symbols of strength and Europa’s locks, with 

striking visuals and quirky taglines.







(GIF)



Product Posts

Series of functional posts - Exclusive posts 
focusing on the various locks of Europa were 

created, which highlighted the unique features of 
Europa’s locks, with the aim of showing how Europa 
stands out when it comes to making revolutionary 

locks.  





Festive/Special Day Posts

On social media, brands make the mistake of posting 
festive or special day messages which are formal and 

have a boring tone. 

Audiences are indifferent to such communication, as 
it fails to grab their attention.

With Europa, we aimed for posts which were 
creative, fresh, and resonated with our 

audience. 

Our objective was simple -  integrating festive 
greetings with the brand 
message/offering/USP.
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Home Security Tips

Series of engagement/informative posts that 
also helped in positioning Europa Locks as a brand 

that emphasizes with its audience’s fear of 
theft, we created a series of posts on security tips. It 

primarily focused on avoiding actions/objects or 
installing equipment that help in preventing burglary. 







Topical Posts

We created multiple attention catching posts, 
with concepts that aligned with the ongoing trend 

and included Europa’s qualities as well. 

Be it the lockdown announcements or anything else 
with which people could relate, 

we made sure that we are up to date. 







Micro-campaign

Owing to the unprecedented global crisis due to the 
Coronavirus outbreak, Europa introduced an 

initiative called Europa Cares. The moto was to 
serve the customers at their doorstep with 

COVID 19 proof fitment service by the 
technicians. 

We thought of using this as a good opportunity of 
reaching out to the audience and to communicate 

how Europa’s technicians are taking all the 
precautions at every level, ultimately showing 

how the utmost safety of people has always been the 
brand’s priority.

We wanted to give this initiative a unique 
identity, so, we designed a mascot that 
resonated with Europa’s technicians.
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Results



+89.81%
Total Engagement Growth (Organic) 

Reactions

Comments

Shares

+87.24%

+38.46%

+110.29%



Likes

Comments

+525.27%

+50%

+520.21%
Total Engagement Growth (Organic) 



+11.72%
Organic increase in Page Likes 

+126. 2%
Organic increase in Page Followers



265.98% 
more organic engagement than Yale Locks 

Taking down competitors 

208.94% 
more organic engagement than Godrej Locks 



395.25% 
more organic engagement than Yale Locks 

Taking down competitors 

121.45% 
more organic engagement than Godrej Locks 

109.79% 
more organic engagement than Dorset 



Thank You 


